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By Taylor Gleaves
Asst. Web Editor
and Cole Mokry
Opinions Editor
With the weather finally
starting to cool down to
bearable temperatures, it is
the perfect time of year to
start getting back in shape.
There are several fitness opportunities available during
the month of October.
The R ace for the Cure
kicks off in Little Rock on
Oct. 4. The Susan G. Komen
Race for the Cure series is
the largest 5k in the world.
The Race for the Cure is a
way to be active while rasing
breast cancer awareness.
You can register for the race
on- site from 6- 8 a.m. at the
registration tent, located at 4th
and Arch Street. Individual
registration is $40 on race
day for the competitive run.
The Big Rock Mountain
Bike Festival is an event for
bike owners on Oct. 4 a t
Boyle Park in Little Rock.
The festival runs 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. anq is free.
Attendants will see kids'
obstacle courses, a women's
biking clinic, bicycle drag
races and a lunch that raises fund s for building and
maintaining trails throughout
Central Arkansas. Visit www.
arkansasoutside.com for more
information.
The Micah Rine 5k and
one mile fun run takes place
Oct. 11 in front of Harding
A cad emy. The race i s in
memory of Micah Rine,
who was murdered in 2009.
"We run the race in her
honor and the proceeds go
to the Micah Rine Wellness
Room at Harding A cademy,"
Micah's father, Dennis Rine,
said.
The cost to enter the race
is $25 or $20 for Harding

Exercising
helps you in
all aspects.
We want to be
well not only
physically, but
spiritually.
-Sarah McGaha,
program
coordinator

By Rachel Brackins
Editorial Assist.
With fall break comes the opportunity
to explore all the wonders the Natural
State has to offer, but many students are
unaware ofthe incredible options close by.
Big Bluff is three hours northwest of
Searcy in the Ozark Mountains. This is a
six mile hike with an average completion
time of five hours. It is a physically challenging hike with a stunning river view as
the end reward. There are no set camping
sites, but camping is allowed along the
trail. For more information see www.
buffaloriver.comlbig-bluff-goat-trail/.
Junior Trey Price, who spends most of
his free time outside, has camped at Big
Bluff on multiple occasions.
"(Big Bluff is) definitely a weekend
thing," Price said. "You don't want to go
for just a day because it's a 6-mile hike-in,
but it's definitely worth it."
Steel Creek Campgrounds are three
hours northwest of Searcy in Ponca, Ark.
Steel Creek is the location for popular
access points for multiple trailheads such
as Centerpoint Trailhead, Compton Trailhead and Schermerhorn Trailhead. The
prices for tent camping range from $15
to $25, depending on location. For more
information see www.bufialoriverchamber.
com/attraction_steel_creek.
"Some of these places are more than a
day trip, and when you have an extra day
it gives you time to explore," Price said.

"Some of the most fun times have been
the times we've been lost."
While these places sound exciting, the
average college student does not own all
of the gear needed to make a successful
trip. Fortunately, there are options for
that as well.
The Honors College gives honors
students the opportunity to rent items
such as kayaks and tents, free of charge,
for up to three days according to D ebbie
Stewart, the administrative assistant at
the Honors College.
'We like for them to use the equipment
to get out and have fun and spend time
together," Stewart said. "There's a lot of
fun stuff for them to use, and we would
always rather the equipment
be used than just sit in the
shed."
The Honors House is
open Monday - Friday
from 8 a.m. -noon and from
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Another rental option
is Beyond Boundaries
Outdoor and Adventure
(BBOA) store in downtown
Searcy offers rental options.
A=rding to Holly Bohnen,
the social media manager
for BBOA, they are great
for students who do not
want to commit to buying
expensive equipment. They

offer items ranging from headlamps to
kayaks. Bohnett said she urges students
to take advantage of the short vacation.
"Fall break is a rare time when the
weather is still nice and you're with your
friends, not at home for summer vacation,
and you have a couple of days to go on
fun trips and forget about school work,"
Bohnett said.
In order to further encourage students to
get "outside and explore Arkansas"BBOA
is giving away a free weekend tent rental.
To enter, follow @beyondboundariesar
on Instagram and send them a direct
message with a picture of this article and
the code word BisonBBOA.A winner will
be announced within the next few days.

students. Sig n up for the
Micah Rine Skat www.
searcylegacyseries.com.
For faculty and staff,
Walktober started Oct. 1.
Participants log cumulative
miles they walk and/or run
during the month of October.
Prizes will be awarded to
those with the highest mileage at the end of the month.
Contact wellness program
coordinator Sarah McGaha
at smcgaha@harding.edu for
more information.
It is easy to sign up for all
these programs, but staying
in shape after they are over is
the real challenge. M cGaha,
the wellness program coordinator, suggests prioritizing
working out and planning
ahead.
"Life gets in the way and
you get really busy,"McGaha
said. "Time is a premium.
It has to be a commitment
that you're going to make
internally. Schedule it just as
you would a coffee date or
study time and commit to it."
The wellness program,
M cGaha said, extends beyond
physical fitness.
"Exercising helps you in
all aspects," McGaha said.
"We want to be well not only
physically, but spiritually and
mentally. Being well physGRANT SCHOL I The Bison
ically is a great foundation Freshmen Mandy Clyde and Jake Black enjoy looking around Beyond Boundaries, an outdoor supply
for overall wellness."
store in Searcy, on Sept. 30. Beyond Boundaries offers equipment rentals that are perfect for fall break.

New boutique set to sell spirit wear, gourmet food
By Julie Anne White
Asst. Web Editor
A new shop called Simply Imagine will
open right off campus on Tuesday, Oct. 14.
Store owner Eva Rose said the shop specializes
in gift items, accessories, fun knickknacks and
gourmet food and will have many affordable
options for Harding students.
"You can co~e in and find something for

under $5 easily," Rose said.
Rose said she thinks some ofher best selling items will be her scarves and team spirit
wear. She has products representing Harding
University, Harding Academy, University of
Arkansas and Searcy High School, and she
hopes to start carrying items decorated with
Harding social club colors as well.
"I think my team spirit items will be fun,

JANAE CALLICOAT I The Bison
Simply Imagine owner Eva Rose works with senior Jenna Taylor to set up
merchandise in her new store. The shop will open on Tuesday, Oct. 14.

Healthy grocery
shopping in Searcy,
page 48

Find out about
affordable and healthy
options at local stores.

and I've also been thinking about 'cheering
up' gifts that are cost sensitive," Rose said. "I
know college students have limited budgets."
Rose said one section of the store will also
be dedicated to gourmet food, including her
own personal line ofgluten free products. She
calls the line "Three Little Bakers" in honor
of a business owned by her father, and she
considers d esigning the healthy, gluten free
food a testament to him.
"C all it a daughter's calling to honor her
father's legacy," Rose said.
Rose has also set up a free community room
that will be available for anyone to use during
store hours. The room is equipped with a table
and chairs and a .QVD player, and customers
can simply sign up for a specific time slot to
fit their needs. Rose said Harding students are
welcome to meet there, and she is hopeful the
room will occasionally be used for Bible studies.
Rose has also started hiring Harding students who live in the Searcy area. Sophomore
H eidi Abston said she is enthusiastic to start
working at Simply Imagine.
"I am extremely excited to be a part of the
new store," Abston said. "I love having new
businesses in Searcy, and Mrs. Rose h as a
great vision."
Rose said she requires her employees to
stick to a modest dress code.
Sophomore and Simply Imagine employee
Mary Carr said she does not have a problem
with the dress code, because it exemplifies the

Midnight Madness,
pagelB

The basketball teams
are prepared to pump
the fans up for the
season.

Christian values that are important to Rose.
"Mrs. Rose definitely has a ministry aspect
to this business, so I think her dress code is just
another way to show that this business wants
to conduct itself differently than other places,"
Carr said. "She wants the things that we do
and that we wear to line up with the Christian
beliefs of the business, and I think that's great."
Rose said she sees her opportunity to start
a new business as an answered prayer, and she
wants her store to be a ministry as well. Rose
founded a non-profit called Logos: One By
One that provides weekly Bible classes t o
African children.
Last Christmas, she donated a Bible to each
of the 23 children enrolled. Her next goal is
to provide the children with nutritional supplements and send them to school. She plans
to donate a portion of her profits from Simply
Imagine to this cause, and she is also planning
on placing a donation well on the front porch.
"We really feel like this was a divine happening, it really has a purpose and ministry
attached to it," Rose said."Ifit didn't, I wouldn't
be doing it."
Simply Imagine opens officially on O ct.
14, and a ribbon cutting ceremony will be
held on Oct.16. Store hours are 10 a.m. - 5:30
p.m. Tuesday-Friday, and 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. on
Saturday. Simply Imagine will be closed from
Christmas Day through the month of]anuary,
as well as June and July. It is located at 1215
E. Race Ave.
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Harding Acade01y
sponsors safe
driving campaign
program, to help us all keep
our pledges."
News Editor
Brian Maddox, a State
Harding Academy is
sponsoring the Celebrate Farm insurance agent from
My Drive campaign, State. Searcy, said safe drivers
Farm's nationwide challenge equals fewer accidents, which
to promote safe teen driving. equals better auto insurance
From Oct. 15-24, the premiums for young drivers
registered school and the in the long run.
"I have two kids who
surrounding community
are encouraged to make go to Harding Academy,"
online commitments to safe Maddox said. "So I want
driving, according to State them to be developing these
Farm's Celebrate My Drive good habits. I'm thankful
website. The 100 schools to work for a company that
with the most pledges will cares about young drivers
win cash grants of either and supports young drivers."
Hayden Mathews said
S25,000 or $100,000, as
well as a chance to host the challenge is as much
'the Band Perry in concert. about the community as it
More teenagers die from is about the school.
"Anyone can get involved:
car crashes than any other
cause, and the first year of students here at Harding
driving is the most danger- Academy, parents, grandous, according to the State parents, students at Harding
University- it all adds up,"
Farm website.
Hayden
Mathews said. "It's
Darren Mathews, principal at Harding Academy, very simple and everyone
is leading the school in this likes to get involved in
things that are simple and
campaign.
"It's all about keeping beneficial."
Darren Mathews wants
our young drivers safe and
alive," Darren Mathews said. to encourage all White
Hayden Mathews, 18, is County residents to be part
Harding Academy's Student of the campaign by going
Association president this online during the challenge
year. Hayden Mathews said week and typing in their
the requirements for the commitments towards safe
contest are easy and come driving.
"We need everyone on
with great benefits.
"We can all make internet board," Darren Mathews
pledges once a day," Hayden said. "We want Harding
Mathews said. "For example, University students pledging
I can get online (www.cel- to drive safely as much as
ebratemydrive.com) during anyone else. Professors, the
the challenge and pledge student body, everybody can
not to text and drive. It's pledge ten times over the
an online accountability course of the challenge."

By Joshua Johnson
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Sophomore Truett Keener prepares smile necklaces on Sept. 29 'for Smiles Day "funtivities." Smiles
Day is Smiles For Christ's annual fundra.i ser supporting teens and adults with intellectual disabilities
in Honduras.

Smiles For Christ holds
annual fundraising event
.

By Wesley Seaman
Beat Reporter
"Smiles Day," the yearly
Smiles For Christ fundraiser,
is today.
The event will feature
games on the front lawn all
day and a talent show from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Harding students and
faculty may also write
cards to the studtfu.ts of the
APANJE school, the Asociacion de Padres y Amigos de
Ninos y Jovenes Especiales
(Association of Parents and
Friends of Special Kids and
Young People).
Junior Kristhel Vargas is
a Smiles For Christ officer.
"Since people know us
for our profit activities like
the Latin Fest and pupusas
sale, we want to have a day
of giving," Vargas said. "We
want to share our smiles with
others. and spread happiness."

Senior Connor Merry
said he enjoys donating to
Smiles For Christ.
"They are super friendly,"
Merry said. "The pupusas
and tamales are great, and
it's awesome to donate to
such a cause."
Created on Harding's
campus in 2007, Smiles For
Christ has been supporting
children, teenagers and adults
with intellectual disabilities
in Tegucigalpa, Honduras,
since its conception.
Members of Smiles For
Christ come from over 13 ,
countries, including the U.S.,
Greece, Belize, Panama and
the Bahamas.
"When youjoin Smiles
For Christ you are not just
serving others, but getting
to know new people from
different cultures and countries which makes it even
better," Vargas said.

-

Every summer, Smiles
For Christ takes a trip to
the APANJE school in
Tegucigalpa.
"Our help and support
motivates them to keep
working hard and never
give up," Vargas said. "They
welcome us with open hearts.
Our team also learns from
them. We get to spend time
with them, playing with
them, listening to them or
dancing with them."
"Smiles Day" is one of
several fundraising events
Smiles For Christ holds
throughout the year. ·
"During the school year
we perform some fundraising
activities like pupusas and
tamales sale, 'Latin Fest'
and 'Smiles D ay,'"Vargas
said. "The money we raise
is directly invested in the
school."
The Latin Fest is held

We want to
have a day
of giving. We
want to share
our smiles
with others
and spread
happ~ness.

- Kristhel
Vargas,
Smiles For
Christ officer
every spring semester on
Spring Sing weekend. Many
international students from
a wide variety of countries
participate, decorating booths
and making food unique to
their culture.'
Smiles For Christ advertises this as a unique but
cheap way to experience
traveling the world while
staying on campus.

New Legacy apartment buildings coming soon

control ofthe situation, saying
they will "stop the disease in
it's tracks."The Ebola patient,
Thomas Duncan, is estimated
to have come in contact with
100 people.
WASHINGTON,
D.C.- On Sept. 30, a man
accused ofjumping the White
House fence wielding a knife
pleaded not guilty to charges
of running uninvited into
LITTLE ROCK-The the presidential mansion,
body ofLittle Rock real estate according to the Associated
agent Beverly Carter was found Press. O mar J. Gonzalez, 42,
in a shallow grave in north made it through the front
Pulaski County on Sept. 29, door and all the way to
according to the Arkansas the White H ouse's Green
Times. Arron Lewis, currently Room, a space reserved for
the sole suspect in the case, receptions and light social
is being held on charges of gatherings, overpowering one
capital murder, robbery and Secret Service officer along
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
kidnappi~g, according to the way. The man's intent is
Groundbreaking for eight new Legacy apartment buildings began on Sept: 30. The eight buildings will
ct.irrently unknown.
contain 36 new apartments and provide significant space for additional parking. T.he apartment com-· ABC News. He pleaded not
CHINA - Student
guilty on Sept. 30, and said
plexes should be done by fall 2015, and the first wave of new parking spaces will be completed this year.
he was "sorry it happened" protestors in Hong Kong
and that he just wanted it vowed on Sept. 30 to increase
the intensity of their pro"all to be over with."
DALLAS-OnSept.30, democracy protests if chief
a man who flew from Liberia executive of the executive
to Dallas, Texas, became council C .Y. Leung does
the first diagnosed case of not resign in the next few ·
that
comes
with
having
their
families
·
the
Lady
Bisons
soccer
Ebola
in the United States, days, according to BBC
this
evening
By Jesse Hixson
on
campus.
outside
of doctors and aid News. Student leader Lester
team
will
play
Southwestern
OklahoBusiness Manager
"I'm
looking
forward
to
having
my
,patients
who were infected Shum said the protestors will
ma
State
University
at
7
p.m.
At
7:30
This weekend, the Office of Parfamily
come
up,"
freshman
Juliann
and
returned
to the U.S. for potentially start surrounding
p.m.,
Paul
Miller,
a
comedian,
juggler
ent and Alumni Relations welcomes
Peters
said.
"It's
exciting
because
they
to the and occupying government
treatment,
according
and
magician,
will
be
performing
in
hundreds of families of both current
buildings if their voices
and prospective students to campus the Administration Auditorium for will be able to meet the friends I've Washington Post. However,
made so far as well as see the church health officials along with the are not heard for. universal
for Harding's annual Family Weekend. $5 a ticket.
Saturday's events start with family I've been going to."
Center for Disease Control suffrage and representative
With a full slate of activities scheduled,
Both
Howell
and
the
Office
of
photos
on
Harding's
white
swings
and
Prevention claim to be in dei;nocracy.
Liz Howell, Director of Parent and
Alumni
and
Parent
Relations
hope
Alumni Relations, said that the event and continue with open dorm from 2
will underline what makes Harding to 3:30 p.m. On Saturday from 4 to 6 the weekend offers an opportunity for·
p.m., families are invited to join in on a families to connect on a deeper level.
so special.
"There is just something special
"I always like to compare Family Harding football tradition as students,
about
the bond between parents and
faculty
and
alumni
gather
for
a
tailgate
REWARD FOR USING
Weekend to a simpler Homecoming,"
YOUR DEBIT CARD*
children,"
Howell
said.
"Our
goal
their
under
the
pecan
trees
outside
of
the
Howell said. "We offer something for
PLUS
MANY
MORE REWARDS!
everyone who comes, but also give Ganus Athletic Center. Starting at 6 is to use that strong bond to connect
families and students enough time to p.m., the Harding Bisons football team and share the Harding experience with
will play Southern Arkansas University. all of our families."
reconnect while they're here."
FIRST C0!\1MUNITY BANK
For more information on Family
Beyond the many events planned
Where comnuinU, coma ftr1L
Beginning today, guests are invited
2401 W. Beebe Capps Expy. • 800 E. Beebe Capps Expy.
Weekend
events,
visit
the
Office
of
Office
of
Parent
this
weekend
by
the
to go to classes with students all day
..
2801 E. Race St. · 1201 N. Maple (Hwy. 16)
· Available to debit card quahfied customers only. $25 will be credited to yoor account after your 15th
debit c ard purchase p roYided the purchases are posted W1th1n the first 90 days of account opening. ATM
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., as well as attend and Alumni Relations, students are Parent and Alumni Relations in the
transactions and cash balance t ransfers are not e~gible. After meeting reward requirement. reward will
be ald b the second business da of the followin month. Restrictions
I . See bank for details.
chapel with them in the morning. Later most excited about the personal aspect Heritage lobby or call 501-2?9-4276.

BttOlb

fHE BUBBLE

Family Weekend gives students
chance to share experiences

I

CHECKING

$25
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cole mokry

"I was raised by

a television"

. '

This is a student response to Alexis Hosticka's opinion,
"Healthy is beautiful," published Sept. 26.
fire under us, and we want to "fix" whatever
it is that we perceive is wrong. We do this
f you know me you know that I'm by inserting ourselves into the situation.
overweight, and if you know me well, To the mom on welfare we say "I know of
you know that I am not ashamed. I will a company looking to hire," to the person
be the first to tell you that sometimes I eat with tattoos.we say "I know something that
too much pi:?za. I like sweets and junk food will cover that up," and to the overweight
and overly sugared coffee. But I'd like to we say "I know being disciplined is difficult,
invite you to my house to take a peek into but here are some changes you can make."
my refrigerator. As I sit in front of it now The biggest issue, though, is that we insert
I can tell you what you might see on any ourselves into situations we do not, and
given day- spinach, celery, carrots, apples, cannot, fully understand.
I was 10 when I became conscious of
grilled chicken, salmon, broccoli, almond
milk - I could go on, but a grocery list my weight. It was in my elementary school
cafeteria; I purchased my lunch and walked
does not make for the best reading.
Society operates within the boundaries to my table. As I passed a group of my peers
of assumptions: preconceived ideas about I heard a small "oink" followed by the girlish
· people we have not met. There are thousands pre-pubescent giggles of third grade boys. I
of these ideologies floating around us at did not eat lunch that day; in fact, I did not
any given time - a person on welfare is eat lunch for the rest of that week.
The preconceived notions society has
just lazy, a person with tattoos cannot be
a professional, a person who is fat must be about fat people make us believe that all fat
extremely unhealthy.
people must b~ unhealthy and lazy. Then,
These assumptions.about people light a m think it is our duty to help. We tell them
meagan adkins

I

Intention of
recognition

how "wrong" it is to be overweight. Even if
your desire to help comes from a true and
good place, all you are doing is fat shaming.
Fat shaming in our society is intense. Fat
shaming consistently tells us "you are not
good enough unless you are small enough."
But what are we really doing? A recent study
from University College London examined
fat shaming and the effect it has on people
who are overweight. The study found "that
weight discrimination does not encourage
weight loss, and suggest(s) that it may even
exacerbate weight gain."
Think before you speak. Fat people
know they're fat. I know I am fat. What
I also know is something that you do not
- I live my life to the best of my ability.
I go the gym regularly, I eat healthy, but
I also splurge on pizza and cookie dough
sometimes. And most of all, I know that I
am not sorry.

Last month I went to a wedding, explored
downtown Nashville, went on a hike and
my best friend came into town to see me.
What do these events have in common? I
Instagrarnmed all of them.
I'm aware enough of my own selfishness to
admit that I didn't get an Instagram account
to see what everybody else was doing, I got an
Instagram account so I could share what I do.
Chuck Palahniuk, my favorite author, once
wrote, "The only reason why we ask other
people how their weekend was is so we can
tell them about our own weekend."
Social media has become an extension of
that concept. Sure, I double-tap other people's
Instas and favorite their tweets, but what really
keeps me coming back to any social network
is the opportunity to share my story.
I'm throwing myself under the bus here,
but it's safe for me to say our whole generation
is obsessed with sharing our entire lives with
the internet. We do things with the express
purpose ofposting them later. People I've never
met before follow me, and it doesn't strike me
as the least bit weird that they know what I've
been up to pretty much every weekend since
I got Instagram last year - I know, I was late
to the game; sue me.
We treat our social media accounts like
bonsai trees: carefully manicured and meticulously nurtured. There are unwritten rules
about how often you can post on Instagram in
a day; which current events are inappropriate
to poke fun at, how many retweets are too
many and heaven forbid you operate outside
those parameters.
There is certainly nothing wrong with social
media. I feel obligated to say that because
it's practically built into my major. I think it
has the potential to be something great thai:
connects us all. It only becomes a problem
when we let it guide our whole lives. Even
though social media can feel almost like ah
obligation at times, it's also become a place
where we can celebrate the things we love
- friends, filtered sunsets, music, fun trips
or a fresh haircut.
I'll leave you with this super long quote I
pinned a few months ago.
"Food doesn't taste better or worse when
documented by Instagram. Laughter is as
genuine over Skype as it would be sharing
a sofa. Take in nature, hold someone's hand,
read a book. But don't ever apologize for
snapping a photo of a sunrise after a hike or
blogging about the excitement of having a
crush. These things are good and should be
celebrated. Smile at strangers on the sidewalk
and like your friends' selfies. It's all good for
the human spirit."

MEAGAN ADKINS may be contacted
at madkins@harding.edu.

Interested in writing an opinion?
Contact Cole Mokry at jmokry@harding.edu.

Don't miss out on the little things
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ben parrish
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rowing up in my house, there was
always something going on. Having
five older siblings and my parents
living in a three bedroom house meant that
there wasn't much alone time. Everybody was
always bothering each other. So when some
of us were able to get a small bit of quiet
time, we normally chose to do something
that didn't involve our siblings.
· My quiet oasis was a small corner in
my living room, hidden behind the couch
beside the floor vent that always blasted
either frigid or blazing hot air. I always
loved picking up a book and sitting in
silence while delving into fictitious worlds
full of magic and dragons, but there were
days when I put those away and picked up
something different.
The first time I picked up one of the
many Calvin and Hobbes comic books
that w..e had lying around was the start of
something great. I wasn't always old enough
to understand a lot of what was being said
in the comic strips, but when I was finally
able to fully comprehend them, I appreciated
them for being even more than just being
pictures of fun shenanigans and adventures.

One ofmy favorite quotes of all time comes
from the creator of Calvin and Hobbes, Bill
Waterson: "Know what's weird? Day by day
nothing seems to change, but pretty soon
everything is different." After hearing this, I
had to sit down and really think about how
true that statement actually is. I never think
about the small things that affect my life,
but that's the same for most people. Take a
hike for example. You don't normally stop
to appreciate the sticks that have fallen
from trees that you have to step over, or the
boulders that have dropped off the cliff and
fallen into a pile. What we appreciate is the
very end of the hike when you have reached
the destination. Those other things, like the
sticks and the rocks, were just there. But
what ifthey weren't? If the sticks hadn't been
there, your friend might not have tripped
over them, and you might not have spent
a minute or two laughing with him or her.
If the rocks had not been there, you might
not have stopped and taken a short break
to sit and catch your breath. We need to
remember that each small thing in our life
has a purpose, and it shapes who we are and
where we go. We just might not realize it.
We meander through life without a
second thought and never take time to
think about how everything became so
different than it was before. I mean, how
did we get to where we are now? We took
small steps that slowly but surely brought
us here. If we don't appreciate a,ll of those
little things that contribute to our present

state, pretty soon we'll realize we missed
out on what was actually most important:
those seemingly insignificant events, like a
spontaneous bowling trip with people you
met 15 minutes earlier, a pick-up game of
sand volleyball or even just a short conversation with the person sitting next to you
in the library. Personally, all three of those
events have changed my life. I met people
through each of those activities that are
still in my life today. The event that you
deem insignificant might have one of the
greatest impacts on your life. You shouldn't
necessarily only focus on the small events,
but we should always take them into account
when we look back to see how everything
has changed.
Needless to say, I feel as though everything
in our life happens for a reason. God places
· these small things, like sticks on the trail
or a game of volleyball, in our life so that
we can appreciate everything our life has
become. He chose the trivial to become the
extraordinary, and just like that, we need to
take what we think are the trivial events out
of our life and make them extraordinary. So
always remember, even though it might just
seem like you're having a bunch of ordinary
days, pretty soon you're going to look around
and wonder how you got there.
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alexis hosticka

For what
it's worth

Guidance is
a blessing,

so use it

S

chools have been on a health stint
for young people. More and more
schools have been enforcing rules
about what can and cannot be sold. School
lunches are going from fried to fresh and
saturated to savory.
For example, at one middle school in
Michigan, soda is no longer sold and it
is required that students take a fruit and
vegetable with their meal. According to
WOTV, the once chip-filled vending
machines are now empty and everything
is made with whole grains, from cookies
to pizza. USDA guidelines now require
"snack items to be a maximum of 200
calories" with other "limits on fat, sodium
and sugar."
But school administrators are taking
it past regulating what they themselves
serve. In a high school in Georgia, a
student was selling regular soda from his
locker because his school only allows diet
soda and he wanted to provide another
option to classmates. According to CTV
News, the school administrators issued a
warning and then briefly suspended him
for selling the non-diet soda.
From elementary to high school, efforts
are being made across the board to encourage young people to eat healthy. The
problem arises when the same ideas are not
enforced at home. When a child is told he
or she can only eat certain healthy options
at school, but then gets to eat Pop Tarts
for breakfast and McDonald's for dinner,
the message doesn't really get through.
Although regulating school meals is a
step in the right direction, the focus should
be placed more on building healthy eating
habits in general. Convincing parents to
serve healthy food is even more important
because more meals are eaten at home
than at school.
So often in elementary school, parents
volunteer to help in their children's classrooms. Why not put parent volunteers
in the cafeteria? Educating parents on
the importance of healthy eating is the
only way to really create a healthier next
generation. But these parents have the
independence to choose what they want
to feed their own kids.
This type of decision-making reminds
me of the decisions we have to make when
we come to college. It may be a stretch,
but rather than an institution guiding
decisions about food, we are now left to
make decisions about what we do without
our parents' constant guidance.
The classic Harding example is the
decision you must rr.ake to attend church
every Sunday. However, it extends far
beyond that.
You have the independence to choose
how you spend your money. Your parents
can tell you a hundred times to budget,
but going out to eat three times every
weekend is extremely tempting.
You have the independence to choose
how to spend your time. Your teachers can
tell you a hundred times to study for a test,
but staying up to watch movies and eat
ice cream instead is extremely tempting.
You've been guided your entire life and
often required to make certain choices.
College gives you so many more freedoms,
and it's important you make the most of
them. You can splurge some weekends and
it's OK to "forget" to study for a couple
tests, but keep the guidance you've had in
mind, and carry it through to your own
life and decisions.

ALEXIS HOSTICKA is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
ahostick@harding.edu.
Twitter: @alexis_hosticka

Thirty swings and a ring
joshua johnson

guest
writer

I

'll be ho.nest wit~ you. I can be a hopeless
romantic sometimes.
You might even say a part of me is in
love with love. Consequently, I cry when
I watch Titanic. I shipped Elizabeth and
Darcy right from the start. I wish Winnie
Foster had drunk the water and lived forever.
I get down on my knees in front of the TV
and beg Orlando Bloom not to leave poor
Keira Knightley alone on that sandy beach,
holding his heart, literally and figuratively,
in her hands.
But that does not mean a guy and girl
who sit on a swing for three starry-eyed,
moonlit smooch part!es have to get hitched.
I generally keep these thoughts to myself
So you can imagine my satisfaction when I
realized I was not the only one coming to
this conclusion. Consequently, this gives me

hope that the engagements taking place might and search for their soulmate at the same
be grounded in something deeper than the time, tying the knot ASAP often presents
itself as the perfect solution.
swings theory.
But is this always love? Is this the kind of
To many individuals, getting married is
like Christmas. Things like Pinterest-plaruling devotion that will go the distance? Planning
have made the idea of a wedding - some- a Pinterest wedding and a Pinterest honeything special and reverent - into something moon are nothing more than the material
potentially unfulfilling. Expectations go satisfaction scattered under the Christmas
through the roof, and much like Christmas, tree on D ec. 26.
Yes, I believe in true love. But to parayou wake up the next day with nothing more
than material satisfaction that will last a phrase a line from the Princess Bride (one
month at best.
of my favorite movies), true love does not
Do weddings have to be like this? Of course happen everyday. Be willing to wait for the
not. Most couples would deny that this is the person who will love you long after the fun
case, and they may be right. But when we of planning a wedding is over. It may take
have 13-year-old girls picking out rings and 10, 17 or even 30 swings to find "the one"
honeymoon accommodations on Pinterest, for you.
Congratulations to those who are recently
why shouldn't they arrive at college thinking
engaged. To those who are not, but wish to
about nothing except getting married?
Three hypothetical swings later, these be, keep your chin up. You've gotten this far.
young people may end up with everything You can survive another 30 swing dates to
they ever wanted. Psychologically, it may find the one for you.
feel perfect. I daresay girls and guys alike do
not relish the thought of finding themselves JOSHUA JOHNSON is the news editor for
the Bison.
alone after college. I admit, the idea can be
He may be contacted at
daunting, and with the Harding community jjohnson4@harding.edu.
encouraging everyone to get an education Twitter: @joshjohnson 146
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Tales from the porch

'll bet you've never heard ofLeroy Fong.
I don't know why I thought about him
today. Occasionally something just
pops into my head and I can't settle down
until I get it out. Thank goodness for this
regular newspaper column. It has saved
me a fortune in therapy.
One of my memories of growing up near
Atlanta in the '70s and '80s was listening to
a radio program hosted by Ludlow Porch.
That wasn't his real name. But Ludlow
was on WSB every weekday morning for
years. He was a portly Southern humorist
who was everyone's crazy uncle. He talked about anything from fried chicken to
getting squirrels out of the attic. Ludlow
had a group of regular callers affectionately
dubbed "the Wackos," and indeed they were.
A balding man with extra-large glasses,
Ludlow had a folksy streak of mischief.
He fooled more than a few people with
his "live" report of the annual Flip-Flop
parade in Clarkesville, Ga. He once had
a "government official" on his radio show
who claimed that there was no such place
as Montana and who argued with anyone
who called in to correct him, even people
from Montana. Another time, Ludlow
Porch swore up and down that parsley
caused various diseases. But the phone
lines really burned up when he had on the
phony chairman of the NCAA who insisted
that because of copyright violations, UGA
would have to change its mascot from a
bulldog to a cocker spaniel.
Once, Ludlow got his step-brother
- a fellow humorist named Lewis Grizzard - to pretend to be a Southerner
who couldn't stand the North. It didn't
involve much pretending, but as Homer

admired John Wayne as a great American
hero. But I just learned today that he is a
practicing thespian, and I thought you all
should know." Some callers played along
with the joke, but one completely sincere
woman phoned in crying and said, "I don't
care what he does in private - I still like
Southwell, the comedian came on the show his movies."
So one day Ludlow opened his program
to promote his book, "Yankee Go H ome."
The sequel was called "And Stay There." like this. He said, "Today I'd like to salute
Homer complained about Northern rude- one of my dearest friends, Leroy Fong. He
ness, cold winters, and sweet cornbread and is a real character, and I know a lot of you
claimed he always felt better each morning listeners out there have great Leroy Fong
after reading the New York Times obituary stories. So please call in and share any
column. It was edgy humor to be sure, but Leroy Fong trivia, or tell us about your
people who listen to talk radio tend to be collection of Leroy Fong memorabilia."
There was no such person. Ludlow made
a little on-edge to begin with.
Mr. Porch used to write letters to him up. But all morning, the Wackos and
himself of the "Dear Abby" type, and he other assorted callers phoned in with anwould read them on the air. One of them ecdotes and facts about Leroy Fong. One
went something like this: "Dear Ludlow, person pointed out that Leroy's middle
I am engaged to a wonderful man. But name was Ping. Another man recalled
unfortunately, I just learned that he is that Leroy coined the phrase, "No shirt,
bipedal. I am having second thoughts and no shoes, no service." Yet another caller
am wondering if we could have a normal revealed that Leroy Fong was the first
person ever to faint twice in Providence,
life together."
Later that evening, he got a call from R.I. And then there was the time, so we
a prominent Atlanta minister. It seems learned, that Leroy sat on a hand grenade
that a couple of ladies in his church had and then went to a Ferlin Husky concert.
complained that Ludlow's show was off The stories went on for a solid three hours.
Ludlow wrote about all this in one of
color. The preacher was curious and asked,
"What does bipedal mean, anyway?" Ludlow his books. I think it was called "Who Cares
answered dryly, "It means having two feet." about Apathy?" He concluded that the
There was a long pause on the other end Leroy Fong incident proved that "folks will
of the line, and finally the preacher said, talk about almost anything." That applies
"Well, that ain't dirty."
to newspaper columnists, too.
But his reaction was mild compared MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
to the time Ludlow went on the air and writer for the Bison.
said, "Ladies and Gentlemen, I have some He may be contacted at
troubling news.You know that I have always mclaxto l@harding.edu.

michael
claxton
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Tip your
cap to the
captain
Las t week, an era of
baseball ended as one of the
greats retired after a legendary
19-year career. With a .310
batting average, 3,465 hits,
260 homeruns and 1,311
RBis, the 14-time All-Star,
5-time World Champion and
5-time Gold Glove winner,
New York Yankees captain
Derek Jeter said goodbye
to baseball.
On Sept. 25,Jeter played
in his las t Major L eague
Baseball game at Yankee
Stadium. A game where a
walk-off single in the bottom
of the 9th, hit by none other
than Jeter himself, scored
Antoan Rich ard son from
second base and gave New
York a 6-5 victory in J eter's
final home game. This provided fans with something
to talk about for ye ars to
come: Jeter's farewell walkoff. How fitting for a man
of his stature. You couldn't
w rite a b ette r e nding t o
this story.
J e ter a nn o un ce d at
the beginning of the 2014
season he would be retiring
after th e conclusion of the
season. I couldn't believe it,
The C ap tai n, what would
baseball do without him?
The leag ue h as tre ated
J eter's las t seaon as a farewell tour, giving him gifts
of g ratitud e throug hout
the ye ar. A kaya k, bu cket
of M aryland crabs, n aval
hat and other gifts helped
them display th eir respect
for J ete r and his mark on
baseball.
Since '95,Jeter has been
known as the new kid, the up
and comer, and with his .321
batting average in five world
series appearances, J eter is
also known as Mr. November
and Captain Clutch. I think
above all of th e nickna mes
and ch ampionships, people
will remember Jeter as a true
spokesperson for the game,
a cavalier of toughness and
grit that made baseball better.
Jeter is known throughout
the league as someone who
made the gam e som ething
bigger, a player who gave it
his all and nothing less and a
man who was determined to
represent the game he loved
with the utmost respect. I
mean, why else would th ey
shower him with gifts and
acknowledgment on his final
162-game career victory lap?
Because ofwhat he means
not o nly t o th e gam e of
baseball and the players in
his era, but also the players
who grew up idolizing him as
a Yankee, now hope to treat
the game as The Captain did.
The game will miss you,
J eter. So as I say my good bye, let m e tip my h at to
you, Captai n, and give you
the honorable send off you
deserve.
#RE2P ECT

SHANE SOIOCK is sports
ecitor for the 20142015 Bison. He may be
contacted at
sschock@harcing.edJ.
Twitter.
@Shane_M_Sc:hock

kind of enthusiasm."
supporting us so that I
Some of the traditions are games, can connect with them
outside of basketball. I
M i dnight Madn ess will ki ck prizes and the pep band.
"
We
had
a
group
of
guys
on
off the basketball season with th e
just want them to know M"·""·"'"'"Rhodes Rowdies, a live band and campus that had a band at the first we're ready."
A ccording to senior
giveaways at the Rhodes Field House Midnight Madness and they were
really good," Morgan said. "Dr. Burks Montana Lewis, who plays
on Oct.13 .
According to Jeff M organ, head back then started doing half court small forward and point
coach for the men's basketball team, shots to win half- off tuition, so we guard for the women's
GRANT SCHOL J Bison Archives
Midnight M adness started in 1993 have drawn students' tickets every basketball team, her last
and has been a tradition at H arding year. We've done it every year and Midnight Madness will ~uni orforward Antoine Burrell parti~ip~tes
ever since.
haven't had anyone make it yet, but be a moment of triumph in the dunk-contest at the 2013 Midnight
and sadness.
Madness.
"I came from a sch ool which was we had some get close."
"I
don't
know
i
f
With
the
excitement
of
a
later
the things he looks forward to is
already in the National C ollegiate
bittersweet
is
building
a connection between the
curfew
and
a
chance
to
get
halfthe
right
way
to
put
Athletic Association, and we have had
Midnight Madness for years th ere off tuition, one of the things that it, but it's almost one of those bitter fans and the team.
"Basically we h ave ou r teams
when I was a player and a coach," members of the basketball program m ome nts because it's my last one,
Morgan said. "So when I came to look forward to is a chance for the and Midnight M adness is such an there , and the student body is a
Harding, even though we were still student body to come together to awesome thing to be a part of and part of our team," M organ said. "So
experience, so it's going to be sad really it's the first time we h ave all
National Association Intercollegiate support one another.
"It's not j ust for us athlet es," n o t t o be a p art of i t anymore," of our team, those on the floor and
at the time, we wanted to do the
same thing - try to create the same junior point guard D awson Yates L ewis said.
those in the stands are all together
A ccording to M o rgan , on e of for the season."
kind of electricity and have the same said . "I really ho p e to see who's

By Amber Houston
Student Writer

Bisons
sweep
By Maeghen Carter
Student Writer

DAVID CROUCH I Public Relations

Coach Paul Simmons talks with the defense during the Southern Nazarene University game on Sept.
27. Harding's No. 1 defense will go up against Southern Arkansas University at home Oct. 4.

Bisons defense faces first
challenge vs. SAU Saturday
By David Salley
Asst. Sports Editor

So far this year, the Bisons
(3- 0) h ave run roughsh od
ove r oppon ents, winning
th eir first three contests by
a combined score of145-13.
On offense, the Bisons have
been as consistent as ever in
their option attack, averaging
48.3 points an d 365 yards
on th e ground per game to
start the year. H owever, the
real story so far has been the
defense, which ranks first in
yards-allowed for all NCAA
schools across every division.
T h ey h ave bee n nothing
short of dominant, holding
teams to an average of 2.2
yards per play, the best in the
nation, while also leading the
country in rushing defense at
16.2 yards allowed. For head

coach Ronnie Huckeba, the
success o n d efense comes
as no surprise due to the
team mindset on th at side
of the ball.
"I h on estly believe (the
success on defense) is a product of our culture," Huckeba
said. "Credit for that goes to
Coach Paul Simmons and our
players for creating a culture
of great effort and physical
play. It's just a g reat thing
we h ave goi ng over th ere
right now."
Tha t vaunted d efen se,
com ing off of a d ismanding of Southern N azarene
U niversity wh en they gave
up only 48 total yards, will
face a stiff test th is Saturday,
Oct. 4, when they return to
F irst Security Stadium to
face Southern Arkansas Uni-

versity SAU (2-2) and their
quarterback, defending Great
American Conference Player
of the W eek, Si Blackshire.
Blackshire, formerly of DI
Sam H ouston State, t hrew
for six touchdowns, five of
which came in the first half,
last week against Northwest
Oklahoma State in a 62-21
victory for the Muleriders.
"These guys are light-years
better offensively than any
team we've played so far,"
Huckeba said. "W e obviously
face a challenge from them ,
but have to keep doing what
we've done from a fundamental
standpoint and things should
take care of themselves."
The Muleriders high-powered offense should be the first
true test for the Bisons top
ranked defense this season,

as they average 39 points and
517 tot al yards per game.
For H arding, the X- factor
could b e t he home crowd,
as Saturday marks the first
time th e Bisons have been
at h ome in nearly a month.
Huc keba said that having
the comforts of home field
comes as a relief to the team.
"W e're so exc ite d to
be back home," H uckeba
said. "W e're ready to do the
broth erhood walk and to
see all th e tailgaters. With
parents' weekend going on,
the atmosphere is going to be
great. It's good to be back."
The Bisons kickoff against
SAU at 6 p.m. Saturday, with
tailgating festivities taking
place throughout the afternoon on th e front lawn of
the Ganus Athletic Center.

The Lady Bisons volleyball
team defeated Southern Nazarene University this Saturday in
the Rhodes Field H ouse with
a 3-0 win. This makes for the
team's 26th consecutive home
court victory.
The Lady Bisons gained
momentum the first two sets
with 25-17 and 25-16 wins.
The last set was a nail biter
with a final score of 29-27.
Senior Liv Savage ended the
game with a kill.
Fifty-one kills occurred
throughout the course of the
match. Senior MarindiaTurner
led in kills with 13 total and
one block. Savage had 11 kills
and three blocks. Two of her
kills were crucial in winning
the third set and overall match.
The first set began with a
9-5 lead in favor of the Bisons.
Southern Nazarene came within
two points, making the score
12-10. Soon after, the Bisons
had a 10-2 run which helped
them snag a 25-17 win.
Harding had tremendous
runs and leads in the second
set. O!iickly, th ey had a 9-3
lead. Later in th e set, they
went on a 7-0 run.
'We've all been talking about
how we want to win and get
it done in three," Turner said.
There were several momentum swings throughout
the game.
"I really thrive on pressure,
so when games get really
intense and get on the line
that's when I try to play my
best,"Turner said.
The third and final set was
neck and neck throughout,
with both teams taking large
runs. Several timeouts were
taken towards the end of the
set to keep the team focused.
"The last timeout I just told
them to stay calm, because
all the sets that we have lost,
primarily, have been within
two points so we get to 20
or 23-23, and we we're not
closing," head coach M eredith
Fear said.

SEE VOLLEYBALL, PAGE 2B
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Volleyball,
continued

JANAE CALLICOAT I The Bison

Now In her fourth and final season, senior Dallis Bailey is known as an encourager on the cross-country team. The men's and
women's teams have their next meet Oct. 4, at the Chile Pepper Cross Country Festival in Fayetteville.

Bailey talks encouragement for cross-country
By Kyle Nossaman
Beat Reporter

This season, 22 women
have chosen to endure six
practices a week, including
moming workouts and twoand-a -half hour practices
in the afternoons, in order
to be a part of the women's
cross-country team.
Senior Dallis Bailey is
among them. After being
recruited by Harding's track
and cross-country head coach
Steve Guymon.Joining the
team in 2011, she immediately fell into what she calls
"another family."
That strong team tie
has proven to be pivotal in
the team's success and will

undoubtedly continue to be
strengthened as they work
collectively towards another
conference championship.
A two-time 1st -team AllGreat American Conference
selection, Bailey admits that
running can be a battle, but
it is important to never stop
working.
"When you have so many
other people depending on j\Ju,
slacking offis not an option,"
Bailey said. "Slacking off only
hurts everyone around you."
The resulting accountability
has helped the team grow as a
unit. Guymon has picked up
on this phenomenon.
"She has a way ofuplifting
the girls," Guymon said. "She

makes the younger girls better."
More importantly, Bailey
hopes to help the team maintain
a sense of humility.
"No matter if you're the
number one runner or the
number 12, you're important,".
Bailey said. "We need an encourager just as much as we
need someone to run in the
17 minute range for a 5K."
Harding's women's
cross-country team has an
impressive history. According
to Guymon, the prograffis goals
were to win championships
every year long before he took
over. This year's team goal is
no different. Bailey and the
rest of the team run with an
expectation of achieving and

superseding the success of same, repeated prayer: "God,
their predecessors. That being help me get through this."
Other times, Bailey said,
said, Bailey said victories and
awards will not be what she running encourages her to
remembers most about being "always be thankful to God for
on the team. Instead she will His blessings in her life ,and
remember how much fun it it gives her an opportunity to
has been, not always certain spend time with Him."
races or achievements.
Combine a collective
Bailey said the relationships passion for running, un·she's built with the girls is wavering team unity, shared
what she finds most valuable. humility, sheer talent and a
Although running is often common goal of a conference
most athletes' punishment, championship and that is,
Bailey said she prefers to view in a nutshell, the Harding's
it in another light.
women's cross-country team
"Running, to me, is a big anchored by Bailey.
Tomorrow the team will
stress reliever," Bailey said.
"I use it as a time with God. race in the Chile Pepper
I pray a lot and think a lot." Cross Country festival in
Sometimes she prays the Fayetteville, Ark.

"So we work a lot in
practice in those types of
situations and c,:losing out
games and being able to
score two or three points
in a row, so I think th at
now when it came to it this
time, we were comfortable
in that situation and being
confident when the game,s
on the line. They did that
today."
The Lady Bisons look for
this matchup to help them
in the future.
"I think that was a really
key set for us to win, and I
think it will help us and give
us momentum into the rest
of conference, "Turner said.
Savage said the team was
motivated by their loss to
Arkansas Tech in their last
outing and were determined
to come out with a victory
against SNU.
"When we found out that
(Southern Nazarene) beat
Arkansas Tech last night,
we were like, we have to
win. We have to beat them
today," Savage said.
Fear said that beating SNU
.like they did should set the
tone for their next meeting
with rivals Arkansas Tech.
"The fact that we could
then turn around and beat
(Southern Nazarene) in
three (sets) I think is going
to send a big messa.ge for
when we see Tech again,"
Fear said.
The Lady Bisons are on
the road today against East
Central University at 7 p.m.
in Ada, Okla.

WWE pro wrestling is a real sport with real athletes
John Bone

guest

Hulk Hogan. Dwayne
"The Rock"Johnson. "Stone
Cold" Steve Austin. Brock
Lesnar. John Cena. These are
all names of personalities in
pop culture who got their start
in the area of sports entertairunent commonly known as
professional wrestling. I know

AZ?Cl .!>.$. . 1 0 .,._S
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what you're thinking, "Man,
doesn't this guy know that
wrestling is fake? I stopped
watching that stuff when I
was five years old." My response: Yes, I realize that the
outcomes are predetermined,
but the things that they do
in the ring and the bumps
that they take are very real.
The undisputed leader in
the professional wrestling
industry is certainly World
Wrestling Entertainment
(WWE). Over the years,
professional wrestling has
produced many unforgettable
charact ers who have made

a splash in pop culture and usually has several hashtags
increased the sport's overall trending worldwide, as people
popularity. WWE's popularity come together to tweet about
is a worldwide phenomenon, as the show. "Monday Night
people from around the world Raw" and "Friday Nig ht
tune in every week to watch Smackdown" typically lead
their flagship show, "Monday as two of the most watched
Night Raw." WWE also shows on cable television
has many other shows and every week. According to
pay-per-view. They recently their corporate site, "WWE
debuted their own network is watched by 14 million fans
earlier this year that allows each week in the United States
you to watch new shows, pay- alone."WWE also uses this
per-views and thousands of global exposure to promote
hours of archived shows for good causes, such as Susan
the low price of $9.99 per G. Komen (Breast Cancer
month. WWE takes over my Research and Awareness), the
social media every week and Make-A-Wish Foundation

atmosphere at each of these
and the Special Olympics.
The reason I watch profes- events is downright electric
sional wrestling is no different and infectious.
While many people may
than the reason people watch
other shows - it entertains continue to look down on
me and I enjoy it. I enjoy the the professional wrestling
chemistry that takes place industry as being "childish"
between the story-telling or "fake," I personally enjoy
ability and athleticism of watching it week after week
the wrestlers. As a fan, you and being captivated by the
can cheer the good guys and larger than life ch aracters
"boo" the bad guys. You have and the incredible feats of
the power to choose who you strength and athleticism that
like, and you can talk with they put on display.
other people and hear their
I end with my favorite
opinion. I've gone to several line from Dwayne "The Rock''
live, televised. shows over Johnson,"Ifyou smell ... what
the past few years, and the the rock ... is cooking." ·
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Taryn Eubank

Brooke Garcia

Molly Howard

Abigail Glosup

. Marindia Turner

Setter

Outside Hitter

Outside Hitter

Setter

Outside Hitter

Catch a
Harding squirrel.

Go skydiving.

Kate Beckett
off the show
"Castle."

Kendall
J enner.
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is tfle nu~be~ one

thing on your bucket list?

If you could switch lives
with ~nyone, who would
it be?

·what is your biggest
pet peeve? ,,

."YJhat ls-the best 'pi£k-up
One ever tried on you?

Make

a

I want to have

bucket list.

one dreadlock.

Raven Symone. I
could be a Cheetah
Girl, see the future,
and be Bill Cosby's
daughter.

Kourtney
K ardashian.

I hate it when I hold
Teacher's
pets.

You look so familiar. ..
do we have a class
together? Because
I swear we
have chemistry.

Hypocrites.

You're beautiful, and
I'm way out of place
asking this, but will
you go out with me?

Goto a Duke
UNG basketball

game. ·

Will Francis, so I
could lead singing
in chapel.

When I realize I'm ocit

the door for
someone and they
don't say thank you.

Having to
repeat myself.

of milk after I've
already poured my
Reese's Puffs.

I just bought a family

My phone :S not
working right; can
I have your number
to fix it?

Now I know why
Solomon had 700
wives... because he
never met you.

sized bag of Doritos.
We should share it
sometime.
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B. Chris Simpson reflects on undergrad
Harding experience, personal mentors
By Matt Ryan
Features Editor

Harding alumnus B. Chris Simpson hardly needs an introduction
when he steps foot on campus. The
2009 graduate is widely known
among students as a frequent and
memorable guest speaker in chapel
services, and he was among the
lineup of keynote speakers during
Lectureship this week. Yet, while
many know his face and unique
speaking style, not everyone knows
the man behind the podium.
A current Harding School of
Theology student and a special
admissions adviser for Harding's
undergraduate programs, Simpson
also serves as a full-time.minister to
young adults at the Holmes Road
C hurch of Christ :in Memphis,
Tenn., where he lives with his wife
and daughter.
· Simpson is probably best known
among students for his preaching
bu t said he never intended to
become a preach er when h e first
came to H arding. Although he
h ad experience with debate and
oration in the past, Simpson said
he began thinking about full-ti~e
preaching and ministry when he
spoke in chapel for the first time
as a student.
"When I first spoke in chapel,
it was an accident," Simpson said.
"Not an accident, so to speak, as ifl
wandered up on stage, but it wasn't
supposed to happen. I was involved
in the M ulticultural Student Action
Committee, and they gave each
organization on campus a different
day to run chapel.. .I was to lead
singing in chapel - and I'm so glad
I didn't, because I would have done
a terrible job - but at any rate, the
fellow who was supposed to speak
dropped out. Probably four or five
days before... they said 'W e need
someone to speak in chapel.'I said
I could probably do it. At the time
I was working at Chick-fil-A, and
I remember a sermon. I believe the
Holy Spirit gave it to me when I
was back there frying chicken, and I

GRANT SC HOL I The Bison
B. Chris Simpson ('09) addresses the student body during chapel services on Wednesday morning. Sim pson, who n·o w lives
with his wife and daughter in Memphis, Tenn., returned to campus for Lectureship and delivered Wednesday evening's keynote.

said to myself then, 'If ever I speak Monte Cox and director of the
in chapel, I want to talk about that' Center for Spiritual Leadership
... I don't remember it being very Randy Willingham were just a
smooth or good, to be honest, but few of the people from his time
I did it, and that was the first time at Harding that shaped him and
guided him to become a better
I spoke."
Nevertheless, Simpson said his minister and a better man.
Cox usually joins Simpson's
first chapel talk served as a turning
point for him while he considered home congregation, Marsalis Avwh at career path he should take. enue Church of Christ, in Dallas,
Before then, Simpson said he planned Texas, for worship at least once a
to become a teacher, but he began year during the spring Living World
to sense a calling toward ministry. Religions class trip. Cox said that
A number of respected indi- although Simpson was certainly
viduals came into his life, he said, shaped by mentors from H arding,
and started shaping him during his he thinks the direction Simpson's
time in college. Simpson said that life is going has even more to do
people like professor of Bible and with the mentors who shaped him
preaching Eddie Cloer, dean of before he came to Harding.
the College of Bible and Ministry
'Tm sure it's obvious to everyone

who listens to him that God has made
B. Chris a gifted communicator,"
Cox said. "I see God harnessing
those gifts and using them to stir
people, often stirring people who
might not have otherwise h ad
'ears to hear.' It's also been a real
pleasure for me to spend time in
his home congregation and meet
the people that shaped his faith.
B. Chris had wonderful mentors
long before he ever set foot on the
H arding campus."
Simpson said one ofthose mentors
was his father. It was through the
way his father taught him about the
Bible that Simpson said he learned
to think and speak in stories.
"I've always thought in stories,"
Simpson said. "M y father, who has

since passed on, he was my mentor
before any other mentor. He taught
me the Bible and taught me the
love of God. He would always tell
stories, and in fact, sometimes it
seemed that he only communicated
in stories. That's one thing that
helped me learn to think in stories,
and I learned to think in analogies
and to think in those ways. As soon
as someone starts talking about
anything .. . I think about it in (an)
analogy, that's just how I process
information. So it had never even
occurred to me that I was doing
something with that, that I was
creating something memorable until
someone said (it to me)."
W atch Simpson's full interview
online at thelink.harding.edu.

Student dives into heart
of local fas hion industry
Sophomore gets behind scenes at runway show
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Senior Lindsay Crowde r tests and prepares a tray of baked goods in the
.
.
.
. .
.
food science la b in the Olen Hendrix Building Sept. 23. The lab 1s fu lly
equipped with a w ide range of state-of-the-art appliances and kitchen tools.

By Alex Petty
Volunteer Contributor
Sophomore Brittany Garrett, a fashion
merchandising major, has set a new standard
for summer internships.
After completing h er freshman year,
Garrett decided to pursue an internship
with Little Rock Fashion Week (LRFW),
an event that happens every July showcasing
designers based out of Arkansas. Having
worked at the event before as a model.
. .
.
Garre tt was fa miliar with the process
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acceptance of the change."
The kitchens are not only equipped with
Family and consumer sciences students whisks and measuring cups, but have become
utilize the food science lab in the O len Hen- . a mix of a kitchen and a chemistry lab with
drix Building to take cooking to a new level. scales and graduated cylinders. Instead of
'This food lab hosts multiple, fully equipped measuring flour, lab users weigh flour so recipes
kitchens in which students learn the chemistry are exact down to the gram.To the casual cook,
of recipes and test baking variations using the this meticulous process may seem extreme,
scientific method.
but according to Nelson, these processes are
Senior nutrition and dietetics major Joan- important for a number of consumers.
na Nelson has used the food science lab for
"Simple substitutions are sometimes neemultiple classes.
essary ifyou ai;e out of an ingredient or ifyou
"Our class uses it for advanced food science have an allergy or intolerance and you need to
class, which is our senior level research class," apply that to your diet or for whoever you're
N elson said. "We're manipulating recipes, and cooking for," Nelson said. "(Food science) does
we'll gather data and write a paper and have apply to everyone, you just might not know it
or might not be utilizing it."
a test panel."
The actual lab is also used for freshman-level
Learning to make substitutions in original
courses and for family resource management recipes has provided nutritious alternatives for
class, in which students plan and budget meals people with food allergies like gluten, wheat
and invite guests to try them.
or da~ry alle'J;ies. lf a recipe calls for two eggs
"Say you wanted to reduce the fat in a and there is only one in the fridge, there are
recipe, you would learn how to replace the fat alternatives that will create an equally tasty
in a recipe,"Nelson said. "You're just changing dish, which can come in handy for poor cola variable in the recipe and testing consumer lege students.

·Brittany Garrett
c;opho o
fa foothold in the fashion industry,

ett got to witness the careers of up-coming designers take flight .
"I had ju
"One of the designers went to New York
and I
ashion W eek right after Little Rock,"
"I ha
arrett said. "They saw her stuff and asked
h to come to New York, and now she's
and majo iog in
WO · ng in the big leagues. It's really cool
they told e l
to s y that I got to work with her."
the fas hi n de
arrett is not finished yet; she plans to
arg
e a career working with fashion shows
being i
Fro c:h
is currently searching for internship
walk t
rtunities in New York City.
and d ltli
I love the energy backstage," Garrett
. "It's pretty h ectic and insane and
.-'""'""'"·L• can never prepare for what's going
"It was kin
appen."
lie," Garrett sai
1St:ltftt'!tlll~-~1Garrett's work has taken her above and
they were bot
beyo nd what n\any students can boast
age, so it was
about, which is accredited to her strong
ings like tape. I fee
desire to make h er mark in the world of
to ask them fo
it was good th gh, because it taugh
fashion merchandising.
you need to ea respect, because w
"Brittany is the exception to the rules,"
was working
people who were
family and consumer sciences instructor
than me ~leillU,:t-J.,~ad to work h a
Rebecca Boaz, said. "She had experience
earn it."
· h LRFW and she made the most of that
For Garret ,
c nection. I applaud her for her initiative.
her work backstage. In addition fi
to'i'il'1'°""r..m- -She is going to go places."
1;

By Chloe Savage
Student Writer

I had just finished my freshman year and I wanted to
get ahead. I had modeled
the year before and I told
them I was going to be going
to college and majoring in
fashion Merchandising, and
they told me I should apply
to work with the fashion
department. Then I ended
•
up being in charge of the
fa hion department.
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#HumansOfHU on lnstagram
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By Mary Alice Stovall
Student Writer
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hustu(lentpubs "Though this past year has been full of both
challenges and blessings alike, I've found an incomparable
peace from my identity in The Lord. Our health, our appearance and our circumstances are subject to change in an
instant, which could easily have the power to dictate one's
joy. However, our perspective should determine our outlook
far more than our conditions. Even at the end of the worst
days, we have The Great Physician, The Author of Peace
and The Rock of Salvation to lay our stressors at His feet."
-Megan Gulliver #HunMn!iOfHU
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With the slew of young
adult dystopian novels already
topping the charts as bestsellers,
such as "Divergent," "The
Hunger Games," "Ender's
Game,""The City of Ember,"
and "The Giver," you really
begin to wonder if there is
anything new out there. The
genre has exhausted itselfmany
times over. So when someone
recommended "The Maze
Runner" by James Dashner,
I immediately balked.
"Seriously? Another one?
Do I really want to read about
another lackluster protagonist
who overcomes the odds and
manages to triumph over
an overbearing, malevolent
evildoer, all the while finding
some romance?"
My answer is usually a
h earty, "no thank you."
However, after some major
prodding, I picked up the
book and began reading, and
what I read really surprised
m e. I found a book that not
only had a unique setting, but
h ad a different take on the
dystopian genre completely.
The novel starts off ominously with the protagonist
being lifted to an unknown
destination. He has no idea
who he is, where he's from,
or anything really. He only
knows his name: Thomas.
The lift opens and Thomas is
introduced to the Glade - a
community consisting of only
teenage boys and surrounded with an air of mystery.
The book then chronicles
Thomas' desperate attempt
to understand the world he's
been dropped into and who
he is, all the while battling

Grievers (gross animatronic/
mammalian creations), mutiny
within the Glade and the
ever-mysterious Creators
who run the maze.
It truly is a thriller from
start to finish .
What this book doe s
really well, even to the point
of frustration, is keep the
reader in the dark. The fact
that the protagonist has no
idea what's going on - the
fact that no one really knows
what is going on - lets you
truly understand and relate
to all of the boys.
However, what I really
enjoyed about this book was
how human it was. In a lot of
the dystopian novels around
today, the teens seem almost
too perfect, too confident and
too grownup, and they always
have to prove themselves. In
this novel, they argue, they
fight, they fart, they cry and
they sling incoherent insults
at one another; they're boys.
Thomas never tries to prove
himself, never aspires to be
a leader; he simply aspires
to be a good person and to
survive, which provo::s to be
more difficult than h e first
imagines.
Ifyou're not into constant
action and want a more philosophical and slower paced
book, this isn't the book for
you. If you're not into an
(almost) all male cast and
prefer a broader one, this
isn't the book for you.
But if you want a book
that keeps your pulse racing,
ifyou want a book that makes
you question authority and if
you want a book that brings
survival to a new level, this
is exactly the book for you.

By Haleigh Edge
Head Copy Editor
For all hardcore readers
who are loyal to their books,
I haven't read "The Maze
Runner." I don't have any
biased opinion as to whether
the book is better than the
movie, so I'm strictly here
to talk about the movie as
a whole.
Within the past few years,
there have been several film
adaptations of dystopian
novels. "The Maze Runner"
falls under the same category:
it's dystopian fiction targeted
at young adult audiences. If
I you're tired of the dystopian
fad, don't let the fact that "The
Maze Runner" falls under
the genre hinder you from
seeing it. The film is filled
with intense, action-packed
content and unique themes.
The setting of the movie
takes place in an extremely
intricate maze, and at the
center is a grassy and wooded
"Glade." The Glade is surrounded by the t owering
walls of the maze, which
change every night in order
to co nfuse its occupants.
Its occupants h app en to
be a bunch of teenage boys
wh o don't remember why
they're there o r who they
were before they ended up
at the maze. Think "Lord of
the Flies" circumstances, but
"The Maze Runner" characters h ave a much stronger
sense of co m munity and
no cannibalistic tendencies.
The intensity and suspense
of the movie are high from
the opening scene; Thom as,
the main character, is raised
up from the ground into the
Glade from a metal crate. He
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quickly decides that he wants
to be a "runner," someone who
runs throughout the maze
and memorizes its patterns,
looking for a way out.
The entire movie is loaded
with action and suspense.
Thomas must choose between
fitting in with the system
and the boys in the Glade,
or figuring out why and how
they all happen to be in the
maze together and who put
them there.
If you'r e looking for a
lighthearted entertaining
movie to indulge in, this
movie will bring the entertainment, but it may not be
so lighthearted. "The Maze
Runner" tackles some dark,
profound themes. There's a lot
of violence. Huge mechanical beings called "Grievers"
wreak havoc on the boys, and
like "The Hunger Games,"
the teens are the recipients
o f what turns out to be
adult- inflicted death and
pain. The characters deal with
the same types of emotional
pain that young adults deal
with in reality today. While
trying to juggle life and death
situations, the boys are on
their own journeys to find
their identities and roles in
the life that they've been dealt.
The characters struggle with
failure, anger, abandonment,
finding redemption and what
it means to fight for what
they believe in.
"The Maze Runner" follows the dystopian fad, but
t hat doesn't m ean that only
teenagers will find it entertaining. The storyline is raw,
unique and compelling, and
it's delivered via fast paced
conflict, violence and action.
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